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The new Government has unveiled the Union Budget 2014-15 with a
pragmatic recognition of macro-economic woes and a thrust towards
structural reforms. The Finance Minister in his budget speech has
laid out his vision aimed at reinforcing confidence through a slow
but steady rebuilding of the economy. His acknowledgment that
the prevailing economic situation posed a challenge, provides an
opportunity to introspect.
The Economic Survey revealed that considerable work is required
to bring the economy back on track. Growth had stabilized to a
consistent sub 5% over the past few years. Sticky inflation, populist
subsidy measures, oil price shocks and a devaluating currency has
left the economy in want of a much needed boost. Implementation
of various reforms is necessary if the Indian economy wants to fulfill
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its potential. While there was no expectation of big bang measures,
the Finance Minister’s speech was keenly watched to understand his
chosen path to recovery and direction of things to come.
In line with expectations, he chose fiscal prudence over populist
measures and outlined his vision of controlling inflation, simplifying
tax laws, reviving manufacturing growth and improving the
infrastructure health of the economy. He announced measures on
development of industrial corridors and smart cities. Further, planned
expenditure increases were also announced towards agriculture,
capacity creation, infrastructure and clean energy. This is indeed
welcome as it addresses the twin needs of infrastructure development
and revival of the industry sector by reducing supply side inefficiencies.
Importantly, he reiterated his commitment to meet the fiscal deficit
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target of 4.1% and improve the quality of public expenditure. In this
regard, he announced a composite cap of 49% on foreign investment
aimed at promoting FDI and improving the fiscal health of the
economy.
There were important expectations from the Finance Minister on
direct taxes. While he did not repeal largely litigated retrospective
amendments, he specifically commented that the sovereign right of
the Government to undertake retrospective legislation needs to be
exercised with extreme caution as it has significant impact on the
economy and the overall investment climate. Further, his commitment
to provide a stable, predictable and pro-growth tax regime has
certainly sent a positive message to the investor community at large.
Amongst other administrative changes, allowing facility of advance
rulings to resident tax payers and increasing scope of settlement
commission will aid in effectively reducing disputes in the future.
Whereas there are no significant changes in the tax rates, transfer
pricing proposals including introduction of “roll back” APA provisions,
multiple year comparability and arm’s length range concept are
welcome. Further, sops in the form of additional investment allowance
for manufacturing companies and extension of tax holidays in the
power sector are also likely to get plaudits from the corporates.
This budget has also successfully offered rewards to individuals by
raising personal income tax exemption limit as well as elevating the
investment limit under section 80C and deduction limit for interest
on housing loans. On the matter of the long pending Direct Tax
Code, the Finance Minister has committed to consider the comments
received from stakeholders and review the DTC before taking a holistic
view.

On the indirect taxes side, Customs duties have been reduced on
certain items to boost domestic manufacture and to encourage new
investment in the chemicals and petrochemicals sector. In addition,
the Finance Minister has extended benefits in respect of export duties
on readymade garments and exempted customs duty on precious and
semi-precious stones in order to encourage exports. While reduction
in excise duty on food processing and packaging machinery and
footwear may help reviving the domestic demand, excise duty has
also been exempted on certain items used in relation to renewable
energy. In continuation with earlier years, tax base in Service Tax has
been broadened in this budget announcement as well. Significant
changes have been introduced in respect of the appellate processes
for Customs, Excise and Service Tax and resident companies have now
been permitted to obtain Advance Rulings.
Overall, a pragmatic budget short on hype and focused on reforms.
10 July 2014
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State of the economy
A snapshot of recent performance
Over the past few years, the Indian economy has experienced one
of its most challenging periods. GDP has continued to remain at
a sub 5% level while inflationary pressures have been unceasingly
high. Moderation in growth has been primarily due to contraction
in industry (comprising the mining and quarrying, manufacturing,
electricity amongst others) and a sluggish services sector. Further,
sticky inflation, populist subsidy measures, oil price shocks and a
devaluating currency have left the economy in requirement of a much
needed boost.
However, there were some noteworthy positives. The external
economic situation saw a dramatic improvement as the current
account deficit (CAD) declined considerably after two years of
worryingly high levels. The fiscal deficit of the central government as a
proportion of GDP also declined for two consecutive years in line with
the announced medium term policy stance.

relaxation of certain regulations by the government are seen as
positive moves to attract more foreign investments and enhance
foreign trade.
However, more needs to be done and a strong and stable government
at the center does instil hope. In this regard, the first budget of the
newly formed government is of paramount importance, particularly as
it signifies the path as well as the long-term vision of things to come.
While the government has a number of issues to focus on, three key
areas stand out in relation to the economy, namely:
• Reviving economic growth;
• Containing inflation; and
• Achieving fiscal prudence.
With improving economic fundamentals and a clear electoral
mandate, the Budget has presented a well-timed opportunity for the
new government to diligently work out a long-term plan and achieve
better prospects for 2014-15 and beyond.

While inherent structural issues remain in the economy, the long-term
potential is hardly questionable. Increasing purchasing power by
a growing middle class and a spate of reforms present a good
opportunity for India. The change in FDI norms in various segments
like retail, telecommunications, insurance and power along with
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GDP growth below 5% for consecutive two years
Figure 1: Percentage GDP Growth Rates
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The Indian economy experienced a second successive year of weak
performance with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growing at
4.7% in 2013-14. The economy was marred by structural factors such
as persistent high inflation, moderation in the overall fixed capital
formation as well as low business confidence leading to subdued
domestic activity.
Moderation was primarily affected by the sluggish service sector and
contraction in the industrial sector. Though robust performance of the
agricultural sector somewhat offset the moderation, overall growth
was still depressed. Aided by favorable monsoons, the agricultural
sector registered a growth of 4.7% in 2013-14. The industrial sector
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has experienced a rough year with the Index of Industrial Production
(IIP) contracting by 0.1%, its first contraction in over three decades.
The annual IIP contracted in relation to capital goods by around
3.6% and in respect of consumer durable goods by around 12.2%,
indicating contraction in both investment and domestic demand.
Along with the contraction of the manufacturing sector, even the
mining industry has struggled with an annual contraction of 1.4%.
Core sectors such as coal, crude oil as well as natural gas have all
struggled leading to overall subdued growth in infrastructure.
Despite giving one of its worst performances in recent quarters, the
services sector has still shown resilience, particularly in the light of
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Figure 2: Percentage Sectoral Quarterly GDP Growth
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tough global conditions. Earlier, India has had the second fastest
growing services sector with its CAGR at 9% during 2001 to 2012.
External factors like moderation in global demand have affected
export of services leading to a slow down. However, it is expected
that recent recovery in global demand particularly from a recovering
Europe will aid in better performance in the coming quarters.
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On the expenditure side, government expenditure, which contributes
about 11% towards the GDP, grew by a meagre 3.8% in 2013-14
on account of the strict stance taken by the government on fiscal
prudence. Private Expenditure, which contributes around 60% of
the GDP, grew by 4.8% in 2013-14, indicating the lack of domestic
demand on the back of moderating income. Capital formation, which
contributes around 32% of the GDP, experienced a contraction of
0.1%. These are ominous signs for the economy as a contraction
in capital formation is not only an adverse indicator of current
performance but also the future investment expectations. Reduced
private corporate investment is the primary reason for decline in
overall investment rate. Issues such as structural bottlenecks, pending
infrastructural projects, inflation as well as lack of investor confidence
have all led to contraction in investments. Further, other structural
issues such as ill-targeted subsidies, low agricultural productivity and
the presence of a large informal sector need to be tackled in order to
revive current growth prospects.

Relevant Budget Proposals
• Agricultural growth of 4% targeted with focus towards
building irrigation infrastructure. Further, technology-driven
growth targeted with an aim of higher productivity, by setting
up Agricultural Research Institute of excellence and Agri-tech
Infrastructure Fund.
• Large funding allotted for agriculture credit through NABARD,
Rural Infrastructure Development Fund & Long Term Rural Credit
Fund aimed at boosting agricultural production.
• A National Industrial Corridor Authority to be set up to focus on
development of industrial corridors with emphasis on Smart Cities
linked to transport connectivity to spur growth in manufacturing.
• Renewed emphasis on renewable and clean energy.
• Focus on infrastructure and mining by developing comprehensive
policies to promote ship building and enhancing domestic coal
production. Further, incentives for Real Estate Investment Trusts
(REITS) and modified infrastructure project structure through
Infrastructure Investment Trusts (INVITS)
• Infrastructure projects such as ‘one hundred Smart Cities’,
specifically targeted at rural areas and renewal of infrastructure
and services through PPPs.
• Committee set up to examine the financial architecture for SMEs
and remove bottlenecks. Further, easier availability of funds
through a corpus for providing equity through venture capital
funds, quasi equity, soft loans and other risk capital to encourage
startups.
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High inflation is an untiring threat to consumers
Inflationary pressures have eased recently as the average headline
Wholesale Price Index (WPI) inflation moderated to a four year low
of around 6% in 2013-14 after averaging 8.6% in the previous three
years. However, retail inflation still remained sticky as the annual
Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the financial year 2013-14 averaged
at 9.5%. Policymakers have recently moved from monitoring the
WPI to a targeted CPI, based on the recommendations of the expert
committee, headed by Dr. Urjit Patel. Particularly in the light of
targeting a CPI anchor of 6% by 2016, prevailing inflation seems
beyond the comfort level.

Key factors contributing to the heightened inflation are food and
fuel prices, primarily on account of structural factors such as large
wastages in the supply chain (e.g. storage facilities), multiple layers
of intermediaries and seasonal factors such as the El Nino effect.
On a positive note, food prices have recently moderated resulting in
decline in the food inflation from as high as 13.2% in January 2013
to 9.1% in March 2014. This is mainly because of a good kharif crop
harvest leading to price correction in vegetable prices. However this
moderation is expected to slow down as vegetable prices appear to
have run their course of seasonal correction.

Figure 3: Percentage Growth in Consumer Price Index
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Similar to food prices, the fuel prices have also contributed
significantly to the high inflationary pressure because of rationalization
of tariff for electricity in many states, the policy of allowing greater
pass-through in diesel prices and high import prices as an impact of
depreciation of the Indian rupee against the US dollar. Fuel inflation
has experienced a significant moderation from highs of 11.2% in April
2012 to 6.3% in March 2014. This has been due to stabilization of
global crude oil prices. Also, the presence of administered prices of
fuels has kept fuel inflation in check, but the effects of deregulation in
fuel prices are yet to be observed.
CPI excluding food and fuel has also been sticky due to housing,
transportation, communication component and the services
component which includes medical care, education and stationery.
The rise in wages has played a contributory part in the rise of CPI in
services.

Relevant Budget Proposals
• Mitigate risk of price volatility in the agriculture produce; a
specific sum is provided for establishing a “Price Stabilization
Fund”.
• Government, when required, will undertake open market sales
to keep prices under control.
• Incentivize expansion of processing capacity and reduce
losses in fruits and vegetables mainly due to lack of adequate
processing capacity. Further, excise duty on specified food
processing and packaging machinery reduced.
• Transformation plan for warehousing sector to improve postharvest storage.

The RBI has responded to these situations by maintaining a high
policy rate (repo rate), current at the rate of 8%. A combination of
reflective monetary policy and strong economic fundamentals has
assured contraction in inflationary pressures in recent months. Even
with this positive development, upside pressures still continue to exist.
Inflationary pressures in the coming months will hinge on factors such
as movement in food and global fuel prices, output gap on account
of El Nino effect, deregulation of food and fuel subsidy as well as
strength of disinflationary impulses from policy actions.
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Improved Balance of Payment situation can lead the charge
towards economic revival
Figure 4: Quarterly merchandise trade figure (US$ bln.)
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The external sector has been the saving grace in an otherwise sluggish
year for the economy. Trade deficit, CAD and exchange rates have all
shown signs of heading in the right direction. One of the highlights
of economic performance last year has been the significant decline in
trade deficit due to the dual effect of reasonable rise in exports and a
substantial decline in imports. The cumulative growth of exports for
2013-14 was 4.1% and the imports contracted by 8.1% leading to an
overall contraction of the trade deficit in 2013-14 of more than 20%
as compared to the previous year. This favorable trend has continued
even in the current financial year with cumulative growth of exports
in 2014-15 (April-May) of around 8.9% and contraction in import by
around 13.2% with overall trade deficit declining by around 42% in
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the first two months.
This performance has been on the back of supportive fiscal policies.
The sustained decrease in import was mainly brought about by the
sharp decline in gold imports since July 2013, when the government
decided to step in by increasing the excise duty on gold imports.
The overall Petroleum, Oil and Lubricant (POL) bill has also been
contained mainly due to stable international crude oil prices as well
as only a marginal rise in the quantum of oil imports. In addition,
services exports- a critical element of the Indian economy, has similarly
performed well by consistently outweighing import of services and
resulting in a trade surplus. This has resulted in a rise in surplus of
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trade in services from US$ 62.9 billion in 2012-13 to US$ 72.4 billion
in 2013-14, registering a growth of 15%. Further, with global growth
and demand expected to improve, exports growth should receive a
further boost reducing any potential trade deficit.
Overall, favorable trade conditions have led to a significant drop in
CAD. CAD/GDP ratio in 2012-13 has reached record lows of 1.7%
during the last year.
Figure 5: CAD and FOREX Reserves
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An added boost of improved terms of trade, decline in CAD and
recent stabilization of the rupee has been higher foreign currency
reserves. At US$ 304.2 billion, reserves experienced a growth of US$
12.2 billion or 4% during 2013-14. On June 20, 2014, the foreign
exchange reserves have further burgeoned to US$ 314.9 billion. This
is an important development as high foreign currency holdings can
assist in shielding the economy from external shocks.
Relevant Budget Proposals
• Establish an Export Promotion Mission to bring all stakeholders
under one umbrella.
• Encourage exports, pre-forms of precious and semi-precious
stones exempted from basic customs duty, incentives for
readymade garments.
• 24X7 customs clearance facility extended to 13 more airports
in respect of all export goods and to 14 more sea ports in
respect of specified import and export goods to facilitate cargo
clearance.
• Commitment to revive Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and make
them effective instruments of industrial production, economic
growth, export promotion and employment generation.

Fiscal consolidation process continues with focused efforts
After the adoption of the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget
Management (FRBM) Act, the fiscal deficit was brought down to
2.5% of GDP in 2007-08, well below the threshold target of 3% of
GDP. It was proactively expanded in 2008-09, in the aftermath of
the global financial crisis to shore up aggregate demand and raise
growth. However, post the financial crisis, fiscal consolidation has
been difficult. While the government has done well to stick to the
fiscal road map, short terms measures have often been resorted to in
bringing the deficit down. This has led to less than ideal fiscal numbers
and currently the fiscal deficit remains at 4.5% of GDP.
The fiscal policy for 2013-14 was calibrated with two-fold objectives
of aiding growth revival while reaching the target fiscal deficit
levels. The contraction in fiscal deficit during the year has been a
combination of recovery in revenue towards the end of the year and
substantial cutbacks in government expenditure mainly in the second
half of the year.
The government attempted to curb expenditure by targeting subsidies
and avoiding leakages by monitoring the actual subsidy disbursed
and its effective implementation. A majority of the proposed cuts
were achieved through the planned expenditure route. During the
interim budget, the government cut `79,790 crore from planned
expenditure, primarily by reducing government expenditure on social
sector schemes like Bharat Nirman, Rural Employment Guarantee
Scheme and the National Rural Health Mission. Further control on
subsidies has also been a contributory factor to reduced expenditure.
During the year, slashing subsidies on phosphates and fertilizers have
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saved expenditure to the tune of `5,000 crore. However, despite such
reduction, there has been a sharp increase in total subsidies from
1.4% of GDP in 2007-08 to 2.3% of GDP in 2013-14; hence further
subsidy rationalization measures are required.
Focusing on the income side, revenue receipts (which contribute
around 96% of total income and tax collections) form the single
largest source of income for the government. With a faltering
manufacturing sector and an overall slump in the economy, tax
collections have grown marginally. However, non-tax revenues have
experienced a significant rise of around 45% in 2013-14 as compared
to the previous year mainly on account of higher dividends and
profits, and interest receipts. On a similar line, the non-debt capital
receipts, primarily disinvestments and loan recoveries have shown
a greater than expected rise in income which have overall aided in
keeping revenue receipts at manageable levels.

Relevant Budget Proposals
• Planned expenditure increases towards agriculture, capacity
creation, infrastructure, clean energy focused on reducing
supply side inefficiencies and giving boost to infrastructure
development.
• Introduction of GST to be given thrust.
• Setting up of an Expenditure Management Commission to look
into expenditure reforms.
• Administrative initiatives to provide stable, transparent and
investor friendly tax regime.

However, additional measures are required to achieve fiscal prudence.
Curbing expenditure cannot be a long-term solution. Raising the tax
to GDP ratio above currently prevailing levels is critical for sustaining
the process of fiscal consolidation in the long run as compression of
expenditure beyond a certain minimum can be counter-productive.
Similarly, focus on the revenue side is also important. Setting up
realistic disinvestments targets and making focused efforts in
achieving these targets is important to achieve a stable fiscal health
for 2014-15.
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Capital markets have shown a bullish performance
Figure 6: Performance of Global Stock Markets in 2013 & 2014
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Indian capital markets have been fairly positive during the last year,
primarily in anticipation of the change in government and optimism
about consequent change in business sentiments and investment
policies. During the year, the government decided to further open
up new sectors such as petroleum and natural gas, defence, telecom
services, single brand retail have aided in reinforcing global investor
sentiments and keeping the SENSEX at high levels. The Indian markets
fared much better as compared to other developing economies due
to highly responsive monetary policy and strong fundamentals of the
financial markets which instilled confidence in the global investors.
In terms of Foreign Institutional Investment (FII), the first and second
halves of the year depicted completely contrasting pictures. The
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first two quarters experienced a net outflow of US$ 7.1 billion as
compared to a net inflow of US$ 12 billion in the second half. During
the first half of the year, the decision by the US Federal Reserve
to taper its asset buying program resulted in a surge of capital
outflow from emerging markets, including India. With an already
volatile currency, FII investors fled the Indian market. The first half
of 2013-14, when FIIs became net sellers, was depicted by volatility,
depreciation of the currency as well as loss of investor confidence. The
markets, however, rallied back in the second half of the year, as the
government further opened up existing sectors to foreign investors.
Also, the euphoria of the general elections and the expectations of
a new government also contributed to this rise. This led to a rise in
investor confidence. Consequently, the FIIs became net buyers.
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Compared to FII, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflows were
consistent throughout the year. Total FDI inflows were to the tune of
US$ 30.8 billion wherein the services industry attracted the highest
inflows of US$ 2.2 billion. Other sectors which attracted FDI were
automotive, telecommunications and pharmaceuticals. A notable
development this year is of Singapore emerging as the largest FDI
investor in India with a share of 24.6% overtaking Mauritius.
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Q3

Relevant Budget Proposals
• Composite investment cap in insurance and defence sectors
to be raised to 49% with full Indian management and control
through the FIPB route.
• Requirement of the built up area and capital conditions for FDI
to be reduced.
• Retrospective amendments to be exercised with extreme caution
and judiciousness keeping in mind the impact of each such
measure on the economy and overall investment climate.
• Resident tax payers enabled to obtain on advance ruling in
respect of their income-tax liability above a defined threshold,
Measures for strengthening the Authority for Advance Rulings,
Income-tax Settlement Commission scope to be enlarged.
• Ongoing process of consultations with all the stakeholders on
the enactment of the Indian Financial Code and reports of the
Financial Sector Legislative Reforms Commission (FSLRC) to be
completed.
• Uniform tax treatment for pension and mutual fund linked
retirement plan.
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Financial intermediation and human development
Along with the economic parameters, it is pertinent to specifically look
upon certain other aspects of the Indian society. With the presence
of a large and young population, India has a great demographic
advantage as the proportion of working-age population is likely to
increase from approximately 58% in 2001 to more than 64% by 2021.
However, according to the United Nations Human Development
Report (HDR) 2013, India with a human development index (HDI) of
0.554 in 2012 slipped down the global ranking to 136 from 134 as
per HDR 2012. Considering the same, it needs to be kept in mind that
this potential demographic dividend can’t be reaped unless a timely
action is taken for human development through education and health.
Also, the most important aspect in this would be providing adequate
employment opportunities for the upcoming youth, which is going to
be a challenge in itself.
Relevant Budget Proposals
• Specific budget for Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe, Senior
Citizen, Women, Child & Differently Abled Persons.
• Free Drug Service and Free Diagnosis Service to achieve “Health
For All”.
• 12 new government medical colleges to be set up, Two National
Institutes of Ageing, A national level research and referral Institute
for higher dental studies, 15 Model Rural Health Research
Centres.
• Simplification of norms to facilitate education loans for higher
studies, provided for setting up 5 more IITs & IIMs.
• Skill India to be launched to skill the youth with an emphasis on
employability and entrepreneur skills.
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Budget announcement and priorities for reviving growth
With sluggish GDP growth, high inflationary pressures and fiscal
imbalances, there are serious issues which need to be addressed by
the new government. Over the past few months, the government
has started on the path of structural reforms which will start having
an effect only gradually. Therefore, re-achieving a growth rate of
7-8% is ambitious in the short-term and having a lower mid-term
target is necessary. In this regard, the Economic Survey has done a
commendable job in having a lower but realistic growth target of
5.4%-5.9%. With an improving manufacturing sector, better balance
of payments situation and modest global growth revival, the economy
is expected to slowly recover.
On the inflation front, albeit moderation being expected in the coming
months, the adverse impact of El Nino cannot be discounted and
hence the overall performance will hinge on how the government
resolves supply side issues which include storage and transportation.
In addition, improved conditions in the external sector may be
expected to continue as export oriented policies are executed in the
coming years and import of oil and gold is contained at reasonable
levels. Similarly, the fiscal consolidation strategy is expected to reap
dividends through a more focused and calibrated Fiscal Responsibility
and Budget Management (FRBM) Act. The economy is in dire need
of rationalization of subsidies and a balanced expenditure outlay will
help improve the quality and impact of public expenditure.
However, to achieve the above goals, immediate implementation of
certain reforms and speedy resolution of bottlenecks is critical. The
Economic Survey acknowledges the current challenges of reviving
growth and creating employment opportunities. It further lays down
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the priorities for such revival:
• Accelerate project clearances and streamline implementation
procedures in order to revive investments;
• Implement structural reforms to boost productivity;
• Simplify tax policy and administration, repeal archaic laws to create
an environment of policy certainty, continuity, and transparency to
help boost business sentiment;
• Keep fiscal deficit in check without compromising on capital
expenditure;
• Maintain CAD in the range of 2-2.5% of GDP with sustained export
growth;
• Focus policy attention on the rural non-farm sector, manufacturing
sector, and labour intensive segments of services to generate
employment in the non-agrarian sector to harness the demographic
dividend; and
• Focus on physical and social infrastructure, both urban and rural,
that can accommodate and fuel robust growth and regain and
sustain economic momentum.
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To maintain this positivity through proactive policy implementation
is of key importance. The Finance Minister’s Budget speech was an
important step in this regard. He acknowledged the need for growth
particularly in manufacturing and infrastructure sectors. In this regard,
setting up of the National Industrial Corridor Authority focused on
development of industrial corridors and smart cities including boost
towards public private partnership ventures will provide a fillip. Further,
the Finance Minister highlighted that the backbone of manufacturing
is the SME sector for which a Committee will be setup to review the
financial architecture and remove bottlenecks.
In line with the Economic Survey findings of simplifying tax policies
and administration, the Finance Minister announced a number of
direct tax measures aimed at reducing litigation and rationalizing tax
provisions. He highlighted that such provisions will result in a tax loss
of `22,000 crore.
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Importantly, he reiterated his commitment to meet the fiscal deficit
target of 4.1% and improve the quality of public expenditure.
Planned expenditure increases were towards agriculture, capacity
creation, infrastructure, clean energy focused on reducing supply side
inefficiencies and giving boost to infrastructure development. This is
important as the immediate benefit of such a plan if implemented
will result in reduction of inflation while aiding growth. A major boost
was also given on promoting FDI in select sectors by introducing a
composite cap of 49% on foreign investment.
The efforts of the Finance Minister to initiate structural reforms are
commendable and align with the overall objectives highlighted in the
Economic Survey. As seen in the past, benefits will only accrue if such
plans are credibly implemented. Boosting GDP growth while keeping
macro-economic variables in check is an important goal for any
government and India is no exception. Whether success is achieved or
not will ultimately depend on policy execution and implementation at
the ground level.
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Personal Taxation
• The personal tax exemption limit has been increased by `50,000
which will result in a tax benefit of `5,000 (excluding surcharge and
cess)
Tax rate

Current slabs (`)

Proposed slabs as
per Finance
Bill 2014 (`)

Nil

Up to 200,000*

Up to 250,000

10%

200,001 – 500,000

250,001 – 500,000

20%

500,001 – 1,000,000

500,001 – 1,000,000

30%

1,000,001 and above

1,000,001 and above
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* `300,000 for senior citizens who are of the age of 60 years or more but less than
80 years

• The monthly wage ceiling under the Employee’s Provident Fund
Scheme increased from `6,500 to `15,000 per month to extend
social security coverage for more employees
• Minimum monthly pension to be increased to `1,000
• Employees Provident Fund Organization to launch Uniform Account
Number Service to facilitate portability of accounts
• The limit on deduction allowed in respect of interest payable on
housing loan for self-occupied property increased from `150,000
to `200,000
• The rollover relief in respect of capital gains taxation, available on
transfer of long-term asset,
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Corporate Taxation
Dividend / Income Distribution Tax computation base revised
• Tax on dividends to be distributed by domestic companies and on
income to be distributed by specified mutual funds to be computed
on the grossed up amount of dividend / income, instead of the net
amount paid – applicable from 1 October 2014
Investment allowance to a manufacturing company extended
• The benefit of investment allowance of 15% of the cost of new
assets in case of manufacturing companies investing more than
`100 crores in new plant and machinery is extended to investments
made till 31 March 2017
• In addition to the above, investments exceeding `25 crores in new
plant and machinery on or after 1 April 2015 eligible for investment
allowance of 15% of such investment
Extension of sunset clause for power sector undertakings
• Sunset date for the power sector undertakings to commence eligible
activity extended from 31 March 2014 to 31 March 2017
Concessional rate of withholding tax on interest
• The concessional withholding tax rate of 5% is applicable to interest
on monies borrowed in foreign currency upto 30 June 2017 under
any loan agreement, or on all long-terms bonds
Dividends from specified foreign company
• Beneficial tax rate of 15% on dividend income from specified foreign
company extended indefinitely
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Presumptive taxation
• Presumptive income for all type of goods carriages now uniform and
increased to `7,500 per vehicle, per month
Capital gains taxation
• Exemption from capital gains tax provided on transfer of
Government security outside India by a non-resident to another
non-resident
• Maximum exemption from capital gains tax on account of investment in specified bonds capped to `5,000,000 in aggregate even if
investment made in two different financial years
• Unlisted security and mutual fund units (other than equity oriented
fund) to be treated as long-term capital asset only if held for more
than 36 months instead of 12 months
• Concessional tax rate of 10% on long-term capital gains not
available to mutual fund units
Speculation loss
• Companies whose principle business is trading in shares carved out
from the applicability of the deeming provisions of speculation loss
Filing of returns / statements by Mutual Funds and Securitisation
Trusts
• Filing of return of income by Mutual Funds and Securitisation Trusts
made mandatory
• Annual filing of dividend distribution statements by Mutual Funds
and Securitisation Trusts dispensed off
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Alternate Minimum Tax (AMT)
• Applicability of AMT extended to tax payers claiming deduction in
respect of specified business under section 35AD
• Tax credit of AMT paid allowable even in the year in which provisions of AMT are not applicable
Disallowance of expenditure for non-withholding of tax
• Expenditure subject to withholding tax not disallowable in case of
non-residents if such tax is deposited on or before the due date of
filing tax return
• Disallowance of expenditure payable to residents on account of
nonwithholding or non-payment of tax restricted to 30% of such
expenditure; however, all payments subject to withholding tax
made to residents liable to such disallowance
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
• Expenditure incurred on CSR activities as specified in Companies
Act, 2013 will not be allowed as deduction unless otherwise
allowable
Taxable payments under life insurance policy
• Any taxable sum of `100,000 and above received under a life
insurance policy subject to withholding tax @ 2%
New Taxation Regime for Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) and
Infrastructure Investment Trust (Invit)
• Taxation regime introduced for REIT and Invit to be set up in
accordance
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with SEBI regulations
• Investment model of REITs and Invits (referred to as ‘Business
Trusts’) will have the following elements:
− Business trust to raise capital through issue of listed units or may
raise debt from resident and non-resident investors
− Business trust to acquire controlling or other specific interest in
the Indian SPV from sponsor
• Salient features of the tax regime are as under:
− Listed units of business trust when traded on stock exchange shall
be liable to STT and subject to the same treatment for capital
gains as that of equity shares i.e. long-term capital gains exempt
and short-term capital gains taxable at the rate of 15%. If such
units are traded outside stock exchange (non STT paid), then
long-term capital gains will be taxable @ 10% and short-term
capital gains will be taxable @ 30%
− Capital gains arising to sponsor on exchange of shares in SPVs
for the units in business trust deferred till disposal of such units in
the business trust. On disposal of such units:
a. Cost of units shall be the cost of shares in SPV to the sponsor
b. The period of holding of shares by sponsor shall be included in
calculating the period of holding for units in the business trust
− Interest income received by business trust from SPV will not be
taxable i.e. pass through. However, business trust to withhold tax
on the interest component of income distribution @ 10% when
distributed to resident unit holders and @ 5% when distributed
to non-resident unit holders
− Benefit of reduced withholding tax rate of 5% on interest on
external commercial borrowings available to business trust
− Dividend distributed by SPV subject to dividend distribution tax
but exempt in the hands of the business trust

− Capital gains arising on disposal of assets of the business trust
taxable in the hands of the business trust
− Dividend /capital gains portion of the income distributed by
business trust to unit holders exempt in the hands of unit
holders
− Any other income of the trust is taxable at maximum marginal
rate
Advance received for aborted transfer of capital asset
• Presently, advance received for transfer of capital asset when
forfeited is reduced from cost of acquisition of such capital asset.
Such forfeited advance will now be taxable as income under the
head ‘income from other sources’
Taxability of enhanced compensation on compulsory acquisition
of capital asset
• Enhanced compensation received on compulsory acquisition of
capital asset in pursuance of an interim order of Court, Tribunal or
other authority taxable in the previous year in which final order of
such Court, Tribunal or other authority is made
Others
• Central Government to notify accounting standards for computation
of income and disclosures for particular class of tax payers or class
of incomes
• Central Government to provide rules for applicability, registrations,
and compliance in respect of annual information statement
• Powers of income tax authorities in survey and for calling information enhanced
• Detailed procedure introduced for reference by the assessing officer
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to valuation officer for estimating the value of investments, fair
market value of property, etc
• Acceptance / repayment of loans and deposits through electronic
clearing systems recognized as acceptable mode of payment
• Rigorous imprisonment upto 1 year and fine in case of willful failure
to produce accounts and documents
• Time limits barring order on withholding tax default extended to
seven years from the end of the financial year in which withholding
tax obligation arises
Transfer Pricing
Roll-back of Advance Pricing Agreement (APA) to prior years
• Under current provisions, APAs entered into between taxpayers and
Indian tax authorities apply prospectively i.e. for a maximum period
of future five years. It is proposed that APAs could now also have
retrospective effect to cover up to four past years prior to the first
prospective year covered under the APA
• Under the roll-back provisions, the APA could provide for determination of the arm’s length price or the methodology of determination
of arm’s length price for the international transactions of the prior
years
• Roll-back provisions could thus enable taxpayers to attain certainty
in their transfer prices of international transactions for upto nine
years in total
• The provisions are proposed to be applicable from 1 October 2014
and the detailed conditions, procedure, etc. would be prescribed
later

Deemed international transactions include transactions with
residents
• The current Transfer Pricing (TP) regulations contain a deeming
provision covering transactions with unrelated parties within the
ambit of TP law in certain circumstances
• There were doubts on the interpretation of the deeming provision
and its applicability in case of transactions with resident third parties
in such circumstances
• It is proposed to amend the said provision to provide that the deemingprovision would also apply to cases where the third party is an
Indian resident, once the currently prescribed conditions are fulfilled
Introduction of range concept for determination of Arm’s
Length Price
• The range concept is proposed to be introduced for determination
of arm’s length price to align the Indian TP regulations with international best practices
• The current concept of arithmetic mean is proposed to be
continued in cases where the number of comparables is inadequate
• The detailed rules in this regard would be notified subsequently
Use of Multiple Year data for comparability analysis
• It is proposed that use of multiple year data (instead of single year
data) would be allowed for comparability analysis
• The detailed rules in this regard would be notified subsequently
Transfer Pricing Officer (TPO) also empowered to levy penalty
• It is proposed that the TPOs would also be authorized to levy
penalty for non-furnishing of Transfer Pricing documentation by
taxpayers
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Budget Highlights
Indirect Taxes

Customs Duty
• Standard rate of BCD is maintained at 10%
• BCD is being increased on import of the following goods:
– Half-cut or broken diamond from ‘Nil’ to 2.5%
– Cut and polished diamonds including lab-grown diamonds and
colored gemstones from 2% to 2.5%
– Specific stainless steel flat products from 5% to 7.5%
– Specified telecommunication products, which are not covered
under the Information Technology Agreement, from ‘Nil’ to 10%
• BCD is being reduced on import of the following goods:
– Fatty acids, crude palm stearin, RBD and other palm stearin and
specified industrial grade crude oil for manufacture of soaps and
oelochemicals subject to actual user condition from 7.5% to ‘Nil’
– Crude glycerine for manufacture of soaps from 12.5% to ‘Nil’
and for any other purpose subject to actual user condition from
12.5% to 7.5%
– Denatured ethyl alcohol from 7.5% to 5%
– Steel grade dolomite and steel grade limestone from 5% to 2.5%.
– Crude naphthalene from 10% to 5%
– Machinery, equipments, etc. required for initial setting up of
compressed biogas plant (Bio-CNG) to 5%
– Ships imported for breaking up from 5% to 2.5%
– LCD and LED TV panels of below 19 inches from 10% to ‘Nil’
– Colour picture tubes for manufacture of cathode ray TVs from
10% to ‘Nil’
– E-Book readers from 7.5% to ‘Nil’
• Custom duty on import of various types of agglomerated coal is
rationalized to BCD of 2.5% and CVD of 2% to keep the rate of
customs duty uniform
• BCD and CVD on machinery, equipment, etc. required for initial

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

setting up of solar energy production projects is reduced to 5%
and ‘Nil’, respectively
Full exemption from BCD is provided on import of specified parts of
LCD and LED panels for TVs
Exemption from Special Additional Duty is being provided on
following:
– Parts and raw materials required for use in the manufacture of
‘wind operated’ electricity generators
– inputs/components used in the manufacture of Personal
Computers (laptops/desktops) and tablet computers, subject to
actual user condition
– Specified inputs (PVC sheet & Ribbon) used in the manufacture of
smart cards
Export duty on bauxite is being increased from 10% to 20%
Free baggage allowance is increased from `35,000 to `45,000
Inputs / raw materials imported by an EOU and cleared into DTA as
such or used in the manufacture of final products and cleared into
DTA to attract safeguard duty, as was leviable when the same was
imported into India
Customs duties on mineral oils including petroleum and natural
gas extracted or produced in the continental shelf of India or the
exclusive economic zone of India shall not be recovered for the
period prior to 7 February 2002
Mandatory fixed pre-deposit of:
– 7.5% of duty demanded or penalty imposed or both for filing
appeal with the Commissioner (Appeal) or the Tribunal at the first
stage; and
– Additional 10% of the duty demanded or penalty imposed or
both for filing second stage appeal before the Tribunal
The amount of pre-deposit payable would be subject to a ceiling of
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`10 crore
• The scheme of ‘Advance Ruling’ is extended to Resident Private
Limited Companies
Central Excise Duty
• Standard rate maintained at 12%
• Excise duty increased on the following:
– On cigarettes in the range of 11% to 72%
– Pan masala from 12% to 16%
– Unmanufactured tobacco from 50% to 55%
– Jarda scented tobacco, gutkha, chewing tobacco from 60% to
70%
– Recorded smart cards from 2% (without CENVAT credit) and 6%
(with CENVAT credit) to uniform 12%
• Additional duty of excise at 5% on aerated water containing added
sugar
• Clean Energy Cess increased from `50 per tonne to `100 per
tonne.
• Excise duty reduced on the following:
– Branded Petrol from `7.50 per litre to `2.35 per litre
– Footwear of (retail price between `500 per pair to `1000 per pair)
from 12% to 6%
• Concessional excise duty of 2% (without CENVAT credit) and 6%
(with CENVAT credit) is extended to following products:
– Gloves specially designed for use in sports
– Polyester Staple Fiber and Polyester Filament Yarn
• Education cess and secondary and higher education cess (customs
component) is exempted on goods cleared by an EOU into DTA
• Third Schedule to the Central Excise Act, 1944 aligned with notification issued for assessment based on Retail Sale Price (RSP)

• Central Government to prescribe an authority or agency to whom
the information return shall be filed by the specified persons
• Mandatory fixed pre-deposit of:
– 7.5% of duty demanded or penalty imposed or both for filing
appeal with the Commissioner (Appeal) or the Tribunal at the first
stage and
– Additional 10% of the duty demanded or penalty imposed or
both for filing second stage appeal before the Tribunal
The amount of pre-deposit payable would be subject to a ceiling of
`10 crore
• Appeal against Tribunal orders in matters relating to taxability or
excisability of goods would lie before the Supreme Court
• Transfer of credit by a Large Taxpayer Unit (LTU) from one unit to
another unit discontinued
• Subject to certain exceptions, e-payment mandatory for all
assessees
• In case of default in payment of duty, assessee shall on his own
pay a penalty of 1% per month on the amount of duty not paid for
each month or part thereof
• Assessment of excise duty to be done on transaction value in the
cases where excisable goods are sold at a price below the manufacturing cost and profit and there is no additional consideration
flowing from the buyer to the assessee directly or from a third
person on behalf of the buyer
• Scheme of Advance Ruling extended to Resident Private Limited
Companies.
• Definition of ‘place of removal’ pari materia to definition given in
Section 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944 included in the CENVAT Credit
Rules, 2004
• In case of service tax paid under full reverse charge, the condition
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of payment of invoice value to the service provider for availing
credit of input services is being withdrawn
• Re-credit of CENVAT credit reversed on account of non-receipt of
export proceeds within the specified period or extended period, to
be allowed, if export proceeds are received within one year from
the period so specified or the extended period. This can be done on
the basis of documents evidencing receipt of export proceeds
• With effect from September 2014, a manufacturer or a service
provider shall take credit on inputs and input services within a
period of six months from the date of issue of invoice, bill or challan

•

•

•
•

provider. Service recipient will not be required to establish satisfaction of the condition by the service provider.
Service of transportation of passengers by air-conditioned contract
carriage has been made taxable and an abatement of 60% shall be
available subject to fulfilment of conditions
Resident private limited company is being included as a class of
persons eligible to make an application for Advance Ruling in
service tax.
SEZ procedures for claiming exemption for procurement of input
services have been simplified
Service tax exempted on loading, unloading, storage, warehousing
and transportation of cotton, whether ginned or baled
Exemption available for specified micro-insurance schemes
expanded to cover all life micro-insurance schemes where the sum
assured does not exceed `50,000 per life insured

Service Tax
• Service Tax rate remains unchanged

•

Changes made with immediate effect
• Exemption available to services provided by way of renting of
immovable property to educational institutions stands withdrawn
• Certain services received by educational institutions providing
services specified in negative list will only be eligible for service tax
exemption
• Exemption granted to services provided to Government or local
authority or governmental authority has been restricted to specified
functions ordinarily performed by municipality
• Services provided by a Director to a body corporate have been
brought under the reverse charge mechanism
• Services provided by recovery agents to banks, financial institutions
and NBFC have been brought under the reverse charge mechanism
• Services provided by goods transport agency in relation to transportation of goods will be eligible for abatement on fulfilment of
stipulated condition of non-availment of CENVAT credit by service

Changes made w.e.f. 1 October, 2014
• Abatement for all works-contract services, except those in relation
to original works, will be restricted to 30%
• Variable rates of interest have been notified depending upon the
extent of delay in discharge of service tax. The rates vary from 18%
to 30%
• E-payment of service tax has been made mandatory except
where relaxation is allowed by Deputy Commissioner / Assistant
Commissioner on case to case basis
• Under the Place of Provision of Services Rules, 2012, the following
changes have been made:
– Rule regarding place of performance of service shall not apply to
goods imported for repair which are exported after repair without
being put to any use other than that which is required for such
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repair;
– Definition of intermediary has been amended to include intermediary of goods;
– Place of provision of services in respect of services consisting of
hiring of vessels (excluding yachts) or aircrafts will be the location
of recipient of service
Point of taxation in respect of reverse charge will be the payment
date or the first day that occurs immediately after a period of three
months from the date of invoice, whichever is earlier
CENVAT credit shall be available for rent-a-cab services received by
the main contractor from a sub-contractor. Where service provider
avails abatement, whole CENVAT credit would be allowed and in
case where service provider does not avail abatement the credit
shall be restricted to 40% of the credit of the input service
Tour operator service providers are also being allowed to avail
CENVAT credit on the input service of another tour operator, which
are used for providing the taxable service
Taxable portion in respect of transport of goods by vessel is being
reduced from 50% to 40%
Service provider and recipient of rent-a-cab services would be liable
to discharge 50% each of service tax liability in cases where service
provider does not take abatement

Changes which would be made effective upon enactment of
the Finance Bill
• Services provided by the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation for
the period prior to 1 July 2012, exempted from service tax
• Certain Sections of Central Excise have been made applicable to the
provisions of service tax
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• Mandatory fixed pre-deposit of:
– 7.5% of service tax demanded or penalty imposed or both for
filing appeal with the Commissioner (Appeal) or the Tribunal at
the first stage and
– Additional 10% of the service tax demanded or penalty imposed
or both for filing second stage appeal before the Tribunal
The amount of pre-deposit payable would be subject to a ceiling of
`10 crore
• Time-limits for completion of adjudication prescribed
• Withdrawal of power to waive 50% penalty imposable in cases
where extended period of limitation is invokable but details of
transactions are available in specified records
• Joint Commissioner / Additional Commissioner or any other officer
notified by the Board can authorize any Central Excise Officer to
search and seize.
• Power to recover dues of a predecessor from the assets of a
successor purchased from the predecessor incorporated
Changes which will become effective from a date to be
notified after enactment of the Finance Bill
• Sale of space or time for advertisements in broadcast media,
extended to cover such sales on other segments like online and
mobile advertising. Sale of space for advertisements in print media
would however remain excluded from service tax
• Services provided by radio-taxis brought under service tax
• Rules for determination of rate of exchange for calculation of
taxable value in respect of certain services will be prescribed in due
course
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Budget Proposals
Direct Taxes*

Rates of Income Tax
Individuals/HUF
It is proposed to increase the basic exemption limit from `200,000 to
`250,000 for individuals/HUF.
Table: 1 Tax Rates for Individuals/HUFs
Income Slabs (`)

Rate of Tax (%)

Upto 250,000

Nil

250,001 - 500,000

10

500,001 – 1,000,000

20

1,000,001 and above

30

Notes:
• For resident senior citizens of 60 years but less than 80 years of
age, the basic exemption limit is proposed to be increased from
`250,000 to `300,000.
• For resident very senior citizens of 80 years or more, the basic
exemption limit remains unchanged at `500,000.
• Surcharge of 10% on taxable income above `10 million will
continue to be levied.
• Education cess will continue to be levied at the rate of 3% of
Income Tax (including surcharge).
*Unless otherwise stated, the proposed provisions will be applicable
from the financial year 2014-15
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Companies
There is no change in the tax rates and levy of surcharge and
education cess for companies.
The effective rate of tax for domestic and foreign companies is
depicted in Table 2.
Table 2: Tax Rates for Companies
Income Slabs (`)

Domestic Company (%)
Normal Provision

MAT

Foreign Company (%)
Normal Provision

MAT

Upto 1 crore

30.90

19.05

41.2

19.05

Exceeding 1 crore
and upto 10 crores

32.45

20.00

42.02

19.44

Exceeding 10
crores

33.99

20.96

43.26

20.00

Firms
There is no change in the tax rates and levy of surcharge and
education cess for firms.
Hence, the effective tax rate under normal provisions and AMT will be
33.99% and 20.96%, respectively, where the income exceeds
`1 crore.
Co-operative Societies
There is no change in the tax rates and levy of surcharge and
education cess for Co-operative Societies.
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Personal Taxation
Deduction for self-occupied house property
Currently, the deduction of interest on housing loan taken on or after
1 April 1999 for self-occupied property is restricted to `150,000
subject to other conditions.

It is proposed to increase the aggregate deduction in respect of
investments / expenditure / contribution to any other pension fund,
from `100,000 to `150,000.

It is proposed to increase the aforesaid limit to `200,000.
Long-term capital gains exemption on sale of residential house or
other asset
Currently, exemption for long-term capital gain arising on sale of
residential house or other long-term capital asset is available if ‘a’
residential house is purchased / constructed within the specified
period.
It is proposed to amend the law to restrict the exemption to
investment made in respect of only one residential house property
situated in India.
Deduction for specified investment / expenditure and
contribution to pension scheme
Currently, deduction upto `100,000 is allowed in respect of specified
investments / expenditure such as life insurance premia, public
provident fund, tuition fee, etc. It is proposed to increase the limit of
such deduction to `150,000.
Currently, deduction is allowed for contribution to notified pension
scheme of Central Government by an individual employed (on or after
1 January 2004) by the Central Government or any other employer.
It is proposed to do away with the condition of the date of joining in
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respect of employees other than employees of Central Government. It
is also proposed to restrict the deduction to `100,000.

Corporate Taxation
Deduction for investment in new plant and machinery
Currently, a deduction of 15% of the cost of new plant and machinery
(other than ship or aircraft) is allowed to a company engaged in
the business of manufacture, if it invests more than `100 crores in
new asset in two consecutive years, viz financial year 2013-14 and
2014-15.
It is proposed that 15% of the cost of new plant and machinery
be allowed as deduction in each of the financial years 2014-15,
2015-16 and 2016-17 in which such investment exceeds `25 crores,
respectively. For the financial year 2014-15, the tax payer may claim
such deduction under either of the two beneficial provisions.
Investment linked deduction extended to two sectors
Currently, a deduction of capital expenditure (other than expenditure
on land, goodwill and financial instrument) is allowed for specified
businesses.
It is proposed to extend the benefit to the following business
commencing its operations on or after 1 April 2014:
• laying and operating a slurry pipeline for the transportation of iron
ore;
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• setting up and operating a semiconductor water fabrication
manufacturing unit as may be notified by the Board in accordance
with prescribed guidelines.
It is also proposed to provide that an asset in respect of which
deduction is claimed under section 35AD, shall be used only for
the specified business for a period of eight years. If such asset is
used for any purpose (other than specified business), the difference
between the deduction claimed and depreciation that would have
been allowable but for such claim, shall be taxable as income. This
limitation shall not apply to a company which has become a sick
industrial company within these eight years.
It is further proposed that deduction under section 10AA available to
units set up in SEZ and the aforesaid investment linked deduction shall
be mutually exclusive.
Expenditure incurred on CSR
It is proposed that no deduction shall be allowed on expenditure
incurred on CSR unless it is otherwise allowable under the provisions
of the Act.
Disallowance of expenditure for non-deduction of tax
Currently, payment to a non-resident on which tax is deductible at
source is not allowed as deduction if tax has not been deducted, or
after deduction, it has not been paid to the government within the
specified time limit.

source. However, the residents do not suffer such disallowance in
any tax year if he pays such taxes before the due date on which
he is required under the Act to file his tax return for such year. It is
proposed that similar relief should be made available to non-residents
as well.
It is now further proposed that every payment (and not some specified
payments) to a resident, on which tax is deductible at source, should
be subject to such disallowance. However, the disallowance should
not exceed 30% of such expenditure.
It is further proposed that on the payment of such taxes, that was
otherwise deductible at source, the disallowance of expenditure
(30% of such expenditure in the case of residents and 100% of such
expenditure in the case of non-residents) should be reversed.
Extension of sunset clause for power sector undertaking
Currently, a deduction at 100% of profits is available to an
undertaking for a period of 10 consecutive years out of 15 years, if
the undertaking:
• begins to generate power by 31 March 2014;
• starts transmission and distribution by laying new transmission or
distribution lines by 31 March 2014;
• renovates and mordernises existing network of transmission by 31
March 2014.
It is proposed to extend the above terminal date from 31 March 2014
to 31 March 2017.

Payments to residents also suffer similar disallowance but only in
respect of some select expenditure on which tax is deductible at
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Losses in speculation business
Currently, a loss from a speculation business can be set off, only
against the profits of any other speculation business. For this purpose,
where any part of the business of a company (other than company
carrying on business of banking or granting loans and advance)
consists of purchase or sale of shares, it is deemed to be speculation
business.

TDS on taxable payments under life insurance policy
It is proposed that any sum paid under a life insurance policy, which is
not exempt in the hands of the recipient, will be liable to withholding
tax at the rate of 2%. However, withholding would not apply if the
amount so paid to a person does not exceed `100,000 in a financial
year.
This amendment will be applicable from 1 October 2014.

It is proposed to provide that such deeming fiction will also not apply
to a company which has principal business of trading in shares.
Dividends from specified foreign company
Currently, the concessional tax rate of 15% is available in respect of
dividends receivable from specified foreign companies.

Non-resident taxation
Taxation of FII
It is proposed to amend the definition of “capital asset” to provide
that any “securities” held by an FII which have been invested in
accordance with the regulations made under the SEBI Act will be
considered as “capital asset”.

It is proposed to extend such benefit indefinitely.
Dividend / Income Distribution Tax
Currently, tax on dividend distributed by a domestic company and
income distributed by a mutual fund is payable on the amount so
distributed.
It is now proposed that such tax payable shall be grossed up in a
manner that it shall be 15% / 25% / 30% of the aggregate of the
dividends / income declared or distributed, as the case may be.
The proposed amendment will be applicable from 1 October 2014.
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Consequently, the income arising from the transfer of such “securities”
will be subject to tax as capital gains.
Transfer of “government security” by a non-resident to another
non-resident will not be considered as transfer
Currently, certain transactions are not considered as transfer for the
purpose of charging capital gains tax.
It is proposed to extend such benefit to a capital asset, being a
“government security” carrying a periodic payment of interest,
made outside India through an intermediary dealing in settlement of
securities, by a non-resident to another non-resident.
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Special Rates for Foreign Currency Borrowing
Currently, income of a non-resident by way of interest from moneys
lent in foreign currency upto 30 June 2015 to an Indian company
under a loan agreement or by way of long-term infrastructure bonds
approved by the Central Government is taxable at the rate of 5% (plus
applicable surcharge and education cess).
It is proposed to extend the said benefit for further two years i.e.
moneys lent upto 30 June 2017.
It is also proposed that the special tax rate of 5% (plus applicable
surcharge and education cess) on interest will now be available for
moneys lent in foreign currency during the period 1 October 2014 to
30 June 2017 on issue of any long-term bonds (including aforesaid
infrastructure bonds).
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Tax Regime for Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) and
Infrastructure Investment Trust (Invit)
It is proposed to provide a specific taxation regime for providing
certainty in taxation for two new categories of investment vehicles,
viz., REIT and Invit for which SEBI has proposed draft regulations.
Trusts registered as REIT and Invit, whose units are required to be
listed on a recognized stock exchange in accordance with the SEBI
Regulations, and which are notified by the Central Government, are
defined as “business trust” under the Act.

Further, the Indian Company in which the business trust holds
controlling interest and such specified percentage of shareholding
or interest which may be required by the SEBI Regulations will be
considered as a ‘Special Purpose Vehicle’ (SPV).
The tax regime proposed for these business trusts, their unit holders,
transferor (person who exchanges shares of the SPV in lieu of the units
of the business trust) and the SPV is as under:

Nature of income

Business Trust

Unit Holders

Transferor

SPV

Capital gains on exchange
of shares of the SPV for
the units of business trust

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

No capital gains will arise
at the time of exchange
of shares

Not Applicable

Capital gains will be
taxable at the time of the
sale of the units of the
business trust received in
exchange of the shares
even if the transaction of
the sale of units is carried
out on a recognized stock
exchange
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Nature of income

Business Trust

Unit Holders

Interest income from
SPV on money lent by
business trust

Interest received will be
exempt from tax in the
hands of the business
trust and hence the SPV
will not be required to
withhold tax at source

The interest component in the income distributed by
the business trust will be taxable in the hands of unit
holders at the following rates:
• 5% (plus applicable surcharge and education cess) in
case of non-resident unit holders;
• At normal income-tax rates in case of resident unit
holders.

Transferor

SPV
Deduction will be
available to the SPV as per
the normal provisions of
the Act.

The business trust will be
required to withhold tax
at source at the following
rates at the time of
distribution of its income
to its unit holders on the
interest component:
• 5% (plus applicable
surcharge and
education cess) in case
of non-resident unit
holders;
• 10% in case of resident
unit holders.
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Dividend income from the
SPV on the shares held by
the business trust

Dividend received will be
exempt from tax

Dividend component in the income distributed by the
business trust will be exempt from tax

DDT will be payable by
the SPV

4 Budget Proposals - Direct Taxes

28

Capital gains on disposal
of assets by the business
trust

Capital gains will be
taxable at the rates applicable for ‘capital gains’

The capital gain component in the income distributed
by the business trust will be exempt from tax

Not Applicable

Other income

Will be taxable at the
maximum marginal rate

Any distributed income (other than interest income)
received by the unit holder from the business trust will
be exempt from tax

Not Applicable

Capital gains on sale of
units of the business trust

Not Applicable

Capital gains arising on sale of listed units of business
trust on a recognized stock exchange and subject to
STT will be taxed as under:
• Long-term capital gains will be exempt from tax;
• Short–term capital gains will be taxable at the rate
of 15% (plus applicable surcharge and education
cess)

Not Applicable
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Other notable proposals:
• For the purpose of computing the capital gains in the hands of the
transferor on the sale of units received in exchange of shares of the
SPV, the cost of the shares which were exchanged will be considered as cost of such units. Also, the period of holding of the shares
exchanged will be included for calculating the period of holding of
the units.
• The business trust will be required to furnish return of income. It
will also be required to file other necessary forms and comply with
other reporting requirements, as may be prescribed.
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Transferor

SPV

• Interest payable by the business trust on the external commercial
borrowings availed from non-resident lenders will be taxable at
the reduced rate of 5% subject to fulfillment of the prescribed
conditions.
The proposed amendments relating to withholding taxes will be
effective from 1 October 2014.
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Transfer Pricing
Rollback of Advance Pricing Agreement to prior years
Currently, provisions relating to APA empower CBDT to enter into
APA with any person for determining ALP, or specifying the manner
in which ALP is to be determined in relation to an international
transaction to be entered into by the person. At present the APA may
be entered into for a period not exceeding five years.

• the terms of such transaction are determined in substance between
such ‘other person’ and AE.

It is proposed to introduce the rollback mechanism whereby the terms
of APA may be applied to years prior to the period for which APA is
applicable. However, such rollback cannot extend beyond four years
preceding the first year for which APA is applicable. Detailed rules
governing the conditions, procedure and the manner in which APA
can be applied to past years are yet to be notified.

Other Amendments
Taxability advances for proposed transfer of a capital asset
Currently, any advance or other money forfeited on account of
negotiations not resulting in transfer of a capital asset is reduced from
the cost of acquisition of that asset for the purpose of computing
capital gains on its transfer.

The proposed amendment will be applicable from 1 October 2014.

It is proposed that now such forfeited amount shall be chargeable as
‘Income from Other Sources’.

TPO empowered to levy penalty
The current provisions provide for levy of penalty to any person by AO
or CIT (A) for failure to furnish any document or information in respect
of an international transaction or specified domestic transaction. It is
proposed that the TPO will also be empowered to levy such penalty.
The proposed amendment will be applicable from 1 October 2014.
Rationalization of the definition of ‘International Transaction’
Currently the definition of 'International transaction' extends to a
transaction entered into by an enterprise with a person other than AE;
• if there exists a prior agreement in relation to such transaction
between such ‘other person’ and AE, or
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There was a doubt whether the above provision should apply to a
case where the person other than AE is a resident. It is now proposed
to amend the above provision to provide that it shall equally apply to
cases where the person other than the AE is a resident.

In order to avoid double taxation, it is further proposed that the
forfeited amount, which is taxed as above, will not be reduced from
the cost of acquisition of the underlying asset.
Increase in holding period for unlisted securities and units of
debt funds
Currently, in case of shares held in a company and units of Mutual
Funds, the minimum holding period for qualifying as ‘long-term
capital asset’ is 12 months.
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It is proposed that in order to qualify as ‘long-term capital asset’, the
minimum holding period for unlisted securities and units of Mutual
Funds (other than equity oriented funds) will be at par with other
capital assets at 36 months.
Capital gains on transfer by way of compulsory acquisition
Currently, in case of capital gains arising on transfer of a capital asset
by way of compulsory acquisition, any enhancement of compensation
in pursuance of an order, is taxable in the financial year in which such
amount is received.
It is proposed that the enhanced compensation received in pursuance
of an interim order will be deemed to be income chargeable as capital
gains in the financial year in which the final order is made.
Capital gains exemption on investment in Specified Bonds
Currently, to claim exemption in respect of capital gains arising from
the transfer of a long-term capital asset, such gains are required to be
invested in specified bonds within period of six months from the date
of transfer. However, such exemption is restricted to the extent of
investment upto `5,000,000 in any financial year.
It is proposed that in order to claim exemption from capital gains
(arising on transfer of one or more capital assets) the total investment
in the specified bonds, in the year of transfer as also in the subsequent
year, will be limited to `5,000,000.
Tax rate on long-term capital gains in case of units
Currently, long-term capital gains arising on transfer of units of Mutual
Funds are eligible for concessional tax rate of 10%.
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It is proposed to withdraw this concession.
Alternate Minimum Tax (AMT)
Currently, the provisions relating to AMT applies to non-corporate
taxpayers in the year when they claim deduction under chapter VIA
or under section 10AA of the Act. In such cases, AMT is paid on
“adjusted total income”, which is calculated by increasing “total
income” by the aforesaid deductions.
It is proposed that provisions relating to AMT will also apply to such
non-corporate taxpayers who claim investment linked deduction
under section 35AD of the Act. It is further proposed that the “total
income” will be further increased by the deduction claimed under
section 35AD as reduced by the depreciation that would have been
allowable on such investments but for such aforesaid claim.
Further, credit for AMT paid in an earlier year will be available, in
accordance with the relevant provision, even in the subsequent year
where the taxpayer may not be covered under the said provisions.
Mode of acceptance or repayment of loans and deposits
Currently, no person is allowed to accept or repay any loan or deposit
otherwise than by an account payee cheque or account payee bank
draft, if the amount of such loan or deposit or aggregate of such
loans or deposit is `20,000 or more.
It is proposed to permit acceptance or repayment of any loan or
deposit by use of electronic clearing system through a bank account.
This amendment will be effective from the financial year 2014-15.
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Rigors of Tax Authorities
• Surveys by Income tax authorities
Currently, an Income Tax authority is empowered to enter any business
premises for purpose of a survey, during which it may impound the
books or documents so inspected for a period of up to 10 days
(exclusive of holidays), without the approval of the higher authorities.
It is proposed that the books of accounts or documents impounded
during a survey can be retained for a period of up to 15 days
(exclusive of holidays), without the approval of the higher authorities.
It is further proposed that an Income Tax authority may conduct
survey of a business premises to verify compliance with the TDS
and TCS provisions. However, in such cases, the authority will not
impound the books of account or documents so inspected or make an
inventory of cash, stock or other valuables.
These amendments will be applicable from 1 October 2014.
• Estimation of value of assets by valuation officer
Currently, reference may be made to the valuation officer to estimate
value of any investment, bullion, jewellery or property, for the purpose
of making an assessment or reassessment.
It is proposed that such reference may be made by the tax officer
whether or not he is satisfied about the correctness of the taxpayer’s
accounts. Further, a time limit of six months has been prescribed
for the valuation officer to submit the report. Correspondingly, the
aforesaid period of six months will be excluded from the time limit
prescribed for completion of assessments and reassessments.
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These amendments will be applicable from 1 October 2014.
• Assessment in case of search
Currently, if a tax officer seizes any valuables, accounts or documents,
belonging to another taxpayer, during a search, the same is handed
over to the tax officer having jurisdiction over such other taxpayer and
the latter is then required to proceed against such other taxpayer.
It is proposed that in such a case, the tax officer having jurisdiction
over the other taxpayer will proceed against such taxpayer, if he
is satisfied that the valuables, accounts or documents seized have
a bearing on the determination of the taxpayer’s income for the
relevant year.
This amendment will be applicable from 1 October 2014.
• Re-opening Withholding tax assessment
Currently, the time limit for passing an order under section 201,
deeming a taxpayer to be in default for non-deduction of tax/
non-payment of tax deducted, is 2 years from the end of the year in
which the withholding tax return is filed or 6 years from the end of
the year in which the underlying payment / credit is made.
It is proposed to amend the aforesaid time limit to seven years from
the end of the year in which the underlying payment/ credit is made.
These amendments will be applicable from 1 October 2014.
• Provisional attachment under section 281B
Currently, the period of provisional attachment of any property
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belonging to the taxpayer, during the pendency of any assessment or
reassessment proceedings may be extended up to a total period of 2
years.
It is proposed to amend the aforesaid extension to up to 2 years or 60
days after the date of assessment or reassessment, whichever is later.
This amendment will be applicable from 1 October 2014.
Interest payable on delayed payment of demand
It is proposed that where any demand is raised against a taxpayer and
an appeal has been filed contesting the same, then such demand shall
be valid till the disposal of the appeal by the last appellate authority.
It is further proposed that in case as a result of a rectification or an
appellate order the interest payable by the taxpayer is reduced but
subsequently on account of a revision order such interest is increased,
then the taxpayer shall be liable to pay interest as a result of such
revision order from the due date as per the original notice of demand
till the date of payment.
These amendments will be applicable from 1 October 2014.
Income computation and disclosure standards
It is proposed that the Central Government may notify the ‘income
computation and disclosure standards’ from time to time to be
followed by specified taxpayers or in respect of a specified class of
income and non-compliance with these standards will empower the
tax officer to complete the assessment based on information and
records available.
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Filing of tax returns extended to certain exempted entities
Currently, certain entities such as Mutual Funds, Securitisation Trusts,
Venture Capital Companies and Venture Capital Funds are exempted
from filing income tax returns. These entities are required to furnish
specified statement to the income tax authorities.
It is proposed that these entities will now be required to file income
tax returns. Further, in case of Mutual Funds and Securitisation Trusts
the requirement to furnish the statement will be dispensed with.
Concessional Withholding tax rate for interest payable to
non-residents
Currently, a concessional withholding tax rate of 5% (plus applicable
surcharge and education cess) applies to payment of interest on
borrowings made by an Indian company in foreign currency upto
30 June 2015 either under a loan agreement or by way of issue of
long-term infrastructure bonds approved by the Central Government.
It is proposed to extend the said benefit for further 2 years w.r.t.
moneys borrowed upto 30 June 2017.
It is also proposed that the concessional withholding tax rate of 5%
(plus applicable surcharge and education cess) on interest will now be
available for moneys borrowed in foreign currency during the period 1
October 2014 to 30 June 2017 by issue of any long-term bonds.
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Taxability of Charitable Trust / Institutions
• Applicability of registration granted to a trust or institution to
earlier years
Currently, charitable trust or institution can claim exemption under
section 11 of the Act only after obtaining registration under section
12A / 12AA of the Act.
It is proposed that the benefits of exemption will be available to such
trust or institution in respect of its income for any earlier financial year
for which assessment proceedings are pending before the Assessing
Officer as on the date of registration, provided that objects and
activities in such earlier years are the same as those for which the
registration has been granted.
It is further proposed that no action for reopening of an assessment
will be taken by the Assessing Officer for any financial year preceding
the financial year for which the registration is obtained merely for the
reason that such trust or institution has not obtained registration for
the said year.

such institution shall not be eligible to claim exemption of their
income (other than agriculture income) under section 10 of the Act.
• Cancellation of registration of trust or institution in certain
cases
Currently, registration of a charitable trust or institution granted under
section 12A / 12AA of the Act can be cancelled by the Commissioner
if the activities of the trust or institution are not genuine or the
activities are not carried out in accordance with its objects.
It is proposed that the registration may be withdrawn even in those
cases where its income is not exempt due to the operation of
sub-section (1) of section 13 of the Act i.e.:
• where any part of its income does not enure for the benefit of
general public, or,
• if it is created for the benefit of any particular religious community
or caste, or,
• where any part of its income enures or is used or applied for the
benefit of specified persons, or,
• its funds are invested in prohibited modes.

The proposed amendment will take effect from 1 October 2014.
The proposed amendment will take effect from 1 October 2014.
• Rationalization of the tax regime in case of charitable trusts
and institutions
Currently, charitable trusts / institutions duly registered / approved
under section 11 or section 10(23C) of the Act are governed by
certain conditions subject to which their incomes are exempt from
income tax.

• Application of income in case of not for profit institutions
Currently, charitable trusts / institution registered / approved
under section 11 or section 10(23C) of the Act claim investment
in depreciable assets as application of their income for charitable
purpose.

It is proposed that so long as such registration / approval is in force,
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In order to avoid claiming any notional depreciation once again on
such depreciable assets, in respect of income when it is applied to
acquire a capital asset, it is proposed that, where the acquisition of
an asset has been claimed as an application of income in any financial
year, then deduction or allowance by way of depreciation in respect of
such asset cannot be claimed.
• Tax computation in case of receipt of anonymous donations by
certain taxpayers
Currently, tax at 30% is levied on anonymous donations received by
charitable trusts institutions registered / approved under section 11 or
section 10(23C) of the Act. The anonymous donations to the extent
of threshold limit presently escapes taxation even if it is otherwise not
exempt under section 11 of section 10(23C) of the Act.
To correct this anomaly, it is proposed that the income tax payable by
such entities will be the aggregate of the following:
• tax payable at 30% on anonymous donations exceeding the
threshold limit; and
• the amount of income tax which would have been chargeable had
the total income been reduced by the aggregate of such donations
in excess of the threshold limit.
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Budget Proposals
Indirect Taxes

Customs Duty
Import Duty
Rate Changes
• Peak rate of Basic Customs Duty for non-agricultural products
maintained at 10%
Change in effective rate of duty
• The following goods have been exempted from BCD:
− Fatty acids, crude palm stearin, RBD & other palm stearin,
specified industrial grade crude oil when used for manufacture
of soaps and oelochemicals, subject to actual user condition
− Crude glycerin when used for manufacture of soaps, subject to
actual user condition
− De-oiled soya extract, groundnut oil cake / oil cake meal,
sunflower oil cake / oil cake meal, canola oil cake / oil cake meal,
mustard oil cake / oil cake meal, rice bran / rice bran oil cake and
palm kernel cake, till 31 December 2014
− Raw materials namely MDI and PT MEG when used for
manufacture of spandex yarn
− Panels of LCD and LED TV below 19 inches
− Colour picture tubes for manufacture of cathode ray TVs
− E-book reader
− Specified raw materials when used in the manufacture of solar
backsheet and solar PV cells or modules
− Non-fusible embroidery motifs or prints when imported for
manufacture of garments meant for exports
− Additional products required for manufacture of handloom,
cotton or man-made made-ups
− Specified parts of LCD and LED panels for TVs
− Goods imported by National Technical Research Organization
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(NTRO) and Indian Offset Partner of contractor of NTRO
− Pre-forms of precious and semi-precious stones
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
• Full exemption from Customs Duty provided to:
− LNG in respect of Contracts entered into by GAIL for supply of
re-gasified LNG to Pakistan
− Specified HIV / AIDS drugs and diagnostic kits imported under
National AIDS Control Programme funded by Global Fund to
fight AIDS, TB and Malaria, subject to conditions
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
• The following goods have been exempted from Special Additional
Duty (SAD):
− Parts and components required for use in manufacture of Wind
Operated Electricity Generators (WOEG), subject to conditions
− Inputs / components used in the manufacture of Personal
Computer including laptops, subject to actual user condition
− Specified inputs used in manufacture of smart cards

• BCD to be increased on the following goods:
Description of Goods
Metallurgical coke

Upto 10 July
2014

From 11 July
2014

Nil

2.5%

1.15%

7.5%

Half-cut or broken
diamonds

Nil

2.5%

Cut and polished diamonds
including lab-grown
diamonds and coloured
gemstones

2%

2.5%

Flat rolled stainless steel
products

5%

7.5%

Polystyrene (other than
moulding powder)*

* when imported from Singapore

The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
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Upto 10 July 2014

From 11 July 2014

Crude glycerin

12.5%

7.5%

Denatured ethyl alcohol

7.5%

5%

Steel grade dolomite and steel grade limestone

5%

2.5%

Crude naphthalene

10%

5%

Reformate and other related goods

10%

2.5%

Coal tar pitch

10%

5%

Propane

5%

2.5%

Ethane & related goods, ethylene, propylene, butadiene,
ortho-xylene

5%

2.5%

Methyl alcohol

7.5%

5%

Forged steel rings used in bearing of WOEG

10%

5%

Electrolysers and their parts / spares required by caustic
soda or caustic potash units

5%

2.5%

Membranes and their parts/spares required by industrial
plants based on membrane cell technology

5%

2.5%

Battery waste and battery scrap

10%

5%

Ships imported for ship breaking

5%

2.5%
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• Customs Duty rates for following types of coal rationalized to keep
BCD @ 2.5% and CVD @ 2%
− Coking coal
− Steam coal
− Bituminous coal
− Anthracite coal
− Other coal
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
Exemptions Withdrawn
• BCD on specified telecommunication goods which are not covered
under Information Technology Agreement
• CVD on portable x-ray machine / system
• Education Cess and Secondary and Higher Education Cess leviable
on CVD on certain electronic goods
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
Other Changes in respect of exemptions / concessions
• Retrospective exemption (effective 8 February 2013) granted to
Petroleum products when imported by specified organizations for
supplies to Non-Domestic Exempted Category customers
• Concessional BCD of 5% notified for machinery and equipment
required for initial setting up of compressed bio-gas plant
• Concessional BCD of 5% and Nil CVD notified for machinery and
equipment required for initial setting up of solar energy production
project
• Requirement of certification for availing Customs Duty Exemption
on specified goods required for construction of roads removed
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• Duty free entitlement for import of trimmings & embellishments
and other goods increased from 3% to 5% of FOB value of textile
garments when used for manufacture of garments for export
• In the case of re-import of cut and polished diamonds, variance in
the diameter / length and breadth prescribed as under:
Shape

Variance

Round

+/- 0.05mm in diameter

Other shapes

+/- 0.07mm in length and
breadth

The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014, except in cases
of retrospective exemption.
Miscellaneous Changes
• Baggage Allowance for duty free import raised from `35,000 to
`45,000
• Mechanism for refund enabled for Customs Duty paid while
importation of scientific or technical instruments subject to certain
conditions
• Indian Silk Export Promotion Council (ISEPC) has been authorized
to issue entitlement certificate for duty free import of goods when
used for manufacture of export products
• State Governments are notified as sponsoring authority for Metro
Rail Projects covered under Project Import Regulations
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
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Export Duty (effective 11 July 2014)
• Export duty on Bauxite increased from 10% to 20%
Changes in Customs Act, 1962
• Filing of bill of entry before the arrival of vehicle permitted.
Consequential change made in the provision relating to date of
determination of rate of duty and tariff valuation
The above change will be effective from the date of enactment of the
Finance (No.2) Bill, 2014.
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Changes in Customs Tariff Act, 1975
• Inputs / raw materials imported by an EOU and cleared into DTA as
such or used in the manufacture of final products and cleared into
DTA to attract safeguard duty as was leviable when the same was
imported into India.
The above change will be effective from the date of enactment of the
Finance (No.2) Bill, 2014.
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Central Excise Duty
Rate
Normal rate of Central Excise Duty retained at 12%.
Full exemption
The following goods have been fully exempted from the payment of
Central Excise Duty:
• Solar tempered glass used in the manufacture of solar photovoltaic
cells or modules, solar power generating equipment or systems and
flat plate solar collectors.
• Backsheet and EVA sheet used in the manufacture of solar
photovoltaic cells or modules and specified raw materials in respect
of the same, subject to conditions.
• Forged steel rings used in the manufacture of bearings of wind
operated electricity generators.
• Flat copper wire used in the manufacture of PV ribbons (tinned
copper interconnect) for use in the manufacture of solar cells or
modules.
• Specified machinery, equipment, etc. required for initial setting up
of solar energy production projects and compressed biogas plant
(Bio-CNG).
• Parts consumed for the manufacture of non-conventional energy
devices within the factory of production.

• Parts of tractors removed from one or more factories of a tractor
manufacturer to another factory of the same manufacturer for
manufacture of tractors.
• Reverse osmosis (RO) membrane element for water filtration or
purification equipment (other than household type filter).
• Specified HIV/AIDS drugs and diagnostic kits supplied under
National AIDS Control Programme (NACP) funded by the Global
Fund to Fight AIDS, TB and Malaria (GFATM).
• Goods supplied to National Technical Research Organisation (NTRO).
• Specified petroleum products supplied to Non-Domestic Exempted
Category (NDEC) customers by the Indian Oil Corporation Limited,
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited or Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Limited. The same is effective retrospectively from 8
February 2013 without any conditions.
• DDT manufactured by Hindustan Insecticides Limited for supply to
the National Vector Borne Diseases Control Programme (NVBDCP)
of the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare.
• Plastic materials reprocessed out of the scrap or waste and cleared
into the DTA by an EOU.
The above exemptions will be effective from 11 July 2014, except in
cases where other dates are mentioned.
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Decrease in the rate
Description of the goods

With effect from 11 July 2014

12%

6%

Reverse Osmosis (RO) membrane element for household
type filters

12%

6%

Machineries used in processing and packaging of
agricultural, apiary, horticultural, dairy, poultry, aquatic and
marine produce and meat.

10%

6%

Presses, crushers and similar machinery used in the
manufacture of wine, cider, fruit juices or similar beverages.

10%

6%

Machineries used for the preparation of meat or poultry,
fruits, nuts or vegetables and parts of these machineries.

10%

6%

12% / 10%

6%

`7.50 per litre

`2.35 per litre

Light Emitting Diode (LED) driver and Metal Core Printed
Circuit Board (MCPCB) for use in manufacture of LED lights
and fixtures or LED lamps
Branded petrol
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Till 10 July 2014

Footwear of retail sale price exceeding `500 but not
exceeding `1,000 per pair.
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Increase in the rate
• Tariff Rate on Cigarette Products
Description of the goods
Non-filter not exceeding 65mm
Non-Filter exceeding 65mm but not exceeding 70mm

Till 10 July 2014 (Rs. Per
1000 sticks)

With effect from 11 July 2014
(Rs. Per 1000 sticks)

669

1150

2027

2250

Filter not exceeding 65mm

669

1150

6 Policy Proposals
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Filter exceeding 65mm but not exceeding 70mm

1409

1650
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Filter exceeding 70mm but not exceeding 75mm

2027

2250

Filter exceeding 75mm but not exceeding 85mm

2725

3290

Others

3290

• Other products where Central Excise Duty is increased are as under:
Description of the goods

With effect from 11 July 2014

12%

16%

Unmanufactured tobacco

50%

55%

Jarda scented Tobacco, gutkha and chewing Tobacco

60%

70%

Winding wires of copper

10%

12%

2 % (without CENVAT) / 6 %
(with CENVAT)

12 %

Recorded Smart Cards
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Till 10 July 2014

Pan masala
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Other Changes
• An additional duty of excise is levied at the rate of 5% on waters,
including aerated waters, containing added sugar.
• The scope for the purposes of levy of Clean Energy Cess is
expanded to include clean environment initiatives and funding
research in the area of clean environment. The Clean Energy cess is
increased from Rs.50 per tonne to Rs.100 per tonne.
• Concessional Central Excise Duty of 2% without CENVAT credit and
6% with CENVAT credit is extended to
− Gloves specially designed for use in sports.
− Polyester staple fiber and polyester filament yarn manufactured
from plastic waste or scrap or plastic waste including waste
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottles.
− Sewing machines other than those operated with electric motors
(whether in-built or attachable to the body)
• Option to pay 2% Central Excise Duty without CENVAT Credit
withdrawn for writing and printing paper for printing of educational
textbooks.
• RSP based assessment extended to replaceable kits of water filters
functioning without electricity.
• Education Cess and Secondary & Higher Education Cess levied on
the Customs Duty portion for goods cleared by an EOU into the
DTA.
• Relief provided to manufacturers of polyester staple fiber (PSF) and
polyester filament yarn (PFY) manufactured from plastic waste or
scrap or plastic waste including waste polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) bottles by extending retrospective exemption from 29 June
2010.
• Exemption granted to unbranded articles of precious metals for the
period 01 March 2011 to 16 March 2012.

• Plants & Equipment supplied prior to 2008 for use in projects
financed by the UN or an international organization, which hitherto
could not be transferred / sold out of the project site, are now
allowed to be transferred / sold from the project site, subject to the
conditions.
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014
Changes in the Central Excise Act, 1944:
The following changes are made in the Central Excise Act, 1944:
• A new provision is introduced to prescribe filing of an information
return to prescribed authorities by the following persons who are
responsible for maintaining records:
− Assessee
− Local Authority or other public body or association
− Income Tax Authority
− State Electricity Boards
− VAT or Sales Tax Authority
− Registrar of Companies
− Collector referred to in Right to Fair Compensation and
Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Act, 2013
− Recognised Stock Exchange
− Depository
− Officer of Reserve Bank of India
− Registrar or Sub Registrar under Registration Act, 1908
• The information requested shall be furnished in respect of such
periods within such time, form and manner as may be prescribed.
Failure to furnish such return attracts imposition of penalty.
• Applications can be filed with the Settlement Commission in
cases where the applicant has not filed the returns after recording
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reasons for the same.
• In respect of provisions relating to appeals to Supreme Court, it
has been provided that appeals against Tribunal orders in matters
relating to taxability or excisability of goods would lie before the
Supreme Court.
These changes will be effective from the date of enactment of the
Finance (No.2) Bill, 2014
• The Third Schedule to the Central Excise Act, 1944 is being aligned
with the notification which specifies goods liable for assessment
based on retail sale price.
This change will be effective from 11 July 2014.
Changes in the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985
The following changes are made in the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985.
• Tariff items related to cigarettes of length exceeding 75 mm but not
exceeding 85 mm and cigarettes of length exceeding 85 mm are
being merged into a single tariff item i.e. others.
• The unit quantity code against certain entries is changed to reflect
current industry practices
The above changes are effective from 11 July 2014.

• In case of default in payment of duty, the assessee shall on his own
pay a penalty of 1% per month on the amount of duty not paid for
each month or part thereof.
The above change will be effective from 11 July 2014.
Changes in Central Excise Valuation (Determination of Price of
Excisable Goods) Rules, 2000
The subject rules are amended so as to provide that the value for the
assessment of duty shall be deemed to be the transaction value in the
following cases:
• Price is not the sole consideration for sale of such excisable goods
and excisable goods are sold at a price below the manufacturing
cost and profit; and
• There is no additional consideration flowing from the buyer to the
assessee directly or from a third person on behalf of the buyer.
The above change will be effective from 11 July 2014.

Amendments in the Central Excise Rules, 2002
• E-payment is made mandatory for all assessees except in specific
cases approved by Assistant or Deputy Commissioner of Central
Excise.
The above change will be effective from 1 October 2014.
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Service tax
There is no change in the Service tax rate.
Changes in the Negative List
• Service tax will be levied on services provided by ‘radio taxis’,
whether or not air-conditioned. ‘Radio taxi’ is defined to mean a
taxi including a radio cab, by whatever name called, which is in
two-way radio communication with a central control office and
is enabled for tracking using Global Positioning System (GPS) or
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS).
• Services in the Negative List will be restricted only to selling of space
for advertisement in print media. The term ‘print media’ means
books and newspapers excluding business directories, yellow pages
and trade catalogues, primarily meant for commercial use. Levy of
Service tax, therefore, extended to sale of space for advertisements
on segments like online and mobile advertising.
The above changes will be effective from a date to be notified after
the date of enactment of the Finance (No.2) Bill, 2014.
Changes in Exemption
• Services provided by an educational institution are now exempt
only if provided to its students, faculty and staff.
• Services provided by common bio-medical waste treatment facility
operators to a clinical establishment by way of treatment, disposal
of bio-medical waste or the process incidental to such treatment or
disposal is exempted.
• Exemption to services of technical testing or analysis of newly
developed drugs, including vaccines and herbal remedies on human
participants by a clinical research organization approved to conduct
clinical trials by the Drug Controller of India is withdrawn.
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• Scope of exemption for services rendered to eligible educational
institutions is rationalized to cover only the following specified
services:
– Transportation of students, faculty and staff
– Catering, including any mid-day meals scheme sponsored by the
Government
– Security or cleaning or house-keeping services performed in such
educational institution
– Services relating to admission to, or conduct of examination by,
such institution
• Services by a hotel, inn, guest house, club or campsite for
residential or lodging purpose is amended to include such services
rendered by non-commercial entities.
• Exemption to services of transportation by way of rail or vessel or
by way of road is extended to transportation of organic manure.
• Exemption to services of loading, unloading, packing, storage or
warehousing, transportation by way of rail or vessel or by way of
road is extended to transportation of cotton (ginned or baled).
• Exemption to services of transport of passengers, with or without
accompanied belongings is withdrawn for air-conditioned contract
carriage.
• Exemption for services rendered to Government or local authority
or a Governmental authority is made more specific to cover only
services of water supply, public health, sanitation conservancy, solid
waste management or slum improvement and upgradation.
• Services of life insurance business provided under the scheme of life
micro-insurance product as approved by Insurance Regulatory and
Development Authority and having maximum cover of Rs. 50,000
are exempted.
• Services received by Reserve Bank of India from outside India in
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relation to management of foreign exchange reserve are exempted.
• Services by a tour operator to a foreign tourist in relation to a tour
conducted wholly outside India are exempted.
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
Changes in Abatement
• Condition for availing abatement for Goods Transport Agency
services is amended to clarify that non availment of CENVAT Credit
is required to be satisfied only by the service provider and not by
the recipient of service.
• CENVAT Credit of Service tax paid on input service of renting of
motor cabs is now allowed if such services are received from a
person engaged in a similar line of business i.e., providing renting
of motor cab services. Such credit can be availed in the following
manner, subject to the condition that CENVAT Credit on input
service other than input service of renting of motor cab has not
been availed by the service provider:
– Full CENVAT Credit of such input service received from a person
who is paying Service tax on 40% of the value, or
– Upto 40% CENVAT Credit of such input services received from a
person who is paying Service tax on full value (i.e. no abatement
is availed).
• Abatement in respect of transport of goods in a vessel is being
increased from 50% to 60%.
• Tour operator service providers are allowed to avail CENVAT Credit
of Service tax paid on input services received from another tour
operator, which are used for providing the output services.
The above changes will be effective from 1 October 2014.

• Abatement of 60% from the value of taxable service is available to
services of transportation of passengers by air-conditioned contract
carriages with effect from 11 July 2014.
• Services of transport of passengers, with or without accompanied
belongings, by a radio taxi will be eligible for an abatement of 60%
of value of services. This abatement will be effective from a date to
be notified after the enactment of the Finance (No.2) Bill, 2014.
Changes in Reverse Charge Mechanism
• Service tax is required to be paid on reverse charge basis by a
banking company or a financial institution or a non-banking
financial company for the entire value of services received from a
recovery agent.
• Services provided by a Director to a body corporate will now be
covered under the ambit of reverse charge mechanism.
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
• The portion of Service tax payable by the service provider and the
service receiver will be 50% each for renting of motor vehicle,
where the service provider does not claim abatement.
This change will be effective from 1 October 2014.
Change in valuation provision for works contract service
Service tax will now be payable on 70% of the total amount charged
for works contract services entered into for maintenance or repair
or completion and finishing service such as glazing, plastering or
floor and wall tilling or installation of electrical fittings of immovable
property.
The above change will be effective from 1 October 2014.
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Changes in interest, penalty and offence
• The rate of interest for delayed payment of Service tax will now be
based on the period of delay. Simple interest rates per annum on
delayed payments are as below:
Period of delay

Rate of simple interest
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Upto 6 months

18%
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More than 6 months and upto
1 year

18% for the first 6 months of
delay and 24% for the delay
beyond 6 months

More than 1 year

18% for the first 6 months of
delay, 24% for the delay beyond
6 months up to 1 year and 30%
for delay beyond 1 year

The above change will be effective from 1 October 2014.
• Benefit of waiver of 50% penalty will not be available in cases
where Service tax has not been levied, not paid or short levied or
short paid due to suppression of facts or willful misstatement and
others, but true and complete details of transactions are available in
the specified records.
The above change will be effective after the date of enactment of the
Finance (No.2) Bill, 2014.
Changes in Point of Taxation Rules, 2011 for reverse charge
payments
Point of Taxation in respect of reverse charge payments where the
payment is not made within 3 months from the date of invoice will be
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the date immediately following the said period of 3 months.
This change will apply to invoices issued after 1 October 2014.
Changes in Place of Provision of Services Rules, 2012
• Scope of the term ‘intermediary’ amended to include a broker,
agent or any other person who arranges or facilitates supply of
goods between two or more persons but does not include person
who supplies the goods on his own account. The place of provision
of such service shall be the location of the service provider.
• Rule regarding place of performance of service shall not apply to
goods imported for repair which are exported after repair without
being put to any use other than that which is required for such
repair.
• For services consisting of hiring of other means of transport (up
to a period of 1 month), the place of provision shall the location
of service provider. By implication, services consisting of hiring of
vessels (except yachts) and aircrafts, place of provision of service
shall be the location of service receiver.
The above changes will be effective from 1 October 2014.
Other legislative changes
• Taxable services rendered by Employees State Insurance Corporation
prior to 1 July 2012 exempted retrospectively.
• Power given to recover Service tax dues of a predecessor from the
assets of a successor purchased from such predecessor, subject to
prescribed procedures.
The above change will be effective after the date of enactment of the
Finance (No.2) Bill, 2014.
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Procedural changes
• Rules for determination of ‘rate of exchange’ for calculation of
taxable value in respect of certain services will be prescribed.
• Time limit for completion of adjudication will be prescribed as per
below:
Criteria

Time limit from the date of
notice

Where the limitation period is
18 months

Within 6 months

Where the limitation period is
5 years

Within 1 year

Where Service tax is determined
in the course of audit,
investigation or verification
and such tax is paid along with
interest and penalty before
issuance of show cause notice

Within 1 year
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• In addition to Joint Commissioner, Additional Commissioner or any
other officer notified by the board can now authorize any Central
Excise Officer to conduct search or seizure.
• E-payment of Service tax has been made mandatory for all the
assessees with effect from 1 October 2014. Relaxation may be
permitted by the jurisdictional Deputy/Assistant Commissioner on a
case to case basis.
• Central Government empowered to make Rules for the following:
–	 furnishing information, keeping records, making returns and
manner of their verification
– withdrawal of facilities or imposition of restrictions on a service
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provider or exporter to check evasion of tax or misuse of
CENVAT Credit
–	 issuing instructions in supplemental or incidental matters
The above proposals, except those where a specific date is mentioned,
will be effective from the date of the enactment of the Finance (No.2)
Bill, 2014.
Procedural simplifications for services rendered to Special
Economic Zones
• Central Excise officer to issue authorisation in Form A-2 within 15
days from the receipt of Form A-1.
• Authorisation will be valid from the date on which Form A-1
is verified by the specified officer of Special Economic Zone.
Exemption would be available provided Form A-1 is furnished to the
jurisdictional Central Excise officer within prescribed period.
• Pending issuance of Form A-2, Service tax exemption will be
available subject to condition that authorization issued by the
Central Excise officer will be furnished to the service provider within
3 months from the date of receipt of specified services.
• Requirement of furnishing the Service tax registration number of
the service provider is dispensed with for services covered under full
reverse charge.
• Service rendered shall be treated as exclusively used for authorized
operation of special economic zone if the recipient of such service
is a unit or a developer in a special economic zone and invoice is in
the name of such unit or developer.
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
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Common Provisions for Customs Duty, Central Excise Duty
and Service tax
• Scheme of Advance Rulings extended to Resident Private Limited
Companies in respect of proposed transactions with effect from 11
July 2014
• ‘Customs and Central Excise Settlement Commission’ to be
renamed as ‘Customs, Central Excise and Service tax Settlement
Commission’.
• Discretionary powers of the Tribunal to refuse admission of appeal
extended to cases involving fine or penalty upto `200,000
• For filing appeals, the appellant will be required to make a
mandatory pre deposit, not exceeding `10 crores, as under:
Order issuing
authority

Authority to
whom the appeal
is to be made

Amount of
mandatory pre
deposit

Any Officer
below the rank of
Commissioner

Commissioner
(Appeals)

7.5% of the duty
demanded or
penalty imposed or
both

Commissioner

Appellate Tribunal

7.5% of the duty
demanded or
penalty imposed or
both

Commissioner
(Appeals)

Appellate Tribunal

Additional 10% of
the duty demanded
or penalty imposed
or both

• The powers of Tribunal or Court to not consider a particular order
cited as a precedent on the issue where no appeal is preferred for
reasons of low amount now granted to Commissioner (Appeals) as
well.
• The Central Board of Excise and Customs can condone the delay
for a period upto 30 days for review by the Committee of Chief
Commissioners of Orders in Original passed by the Commissioner
The above proposals, except those where a specific date is mentioned,
will be effective from the date of enactment of the Finance (No.2) Bill,
2014
CENVAT Credit Rules
• Definition of “place of removal” para materia to the definition in
Section 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944 introduced.
• In cases where service tax is paid entirely by service recipient,
service tax credit to be allowed after payment of Service tax.
However, in cases of partial reverse charge, CENVAT Credit to be
allowed on or after the date on which payment is made on the
value of input service and Service tax.
• In cases where the consideration for exported services is received
after the specified or extended period allowed by the Reserve Bank
of India but within one year from the expiry of such period, the
service provider will be entitled to reclaim the CENVAT credit paid
earlier on the basis of documentary evidence.
• CENVAT Credit Rules amended to disallow transfer of credit by a
large taxpayer from one unit to another.
The above changes will be effective from 11 July 2014.
• Manufacturer or provider of output service is required to claim
CENVAT Credit on inputs and input services within six months from
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the date of issue of invoice / bill / challan / supplementary invoice /
bill of entry.
The above change will be effective from 1 September 2014.
• Provisions with regard to pro rata distribution of CENVAT Credit on
the basis of turnover of each units, prescribed to be followed by
Input Service Distributor clarified.
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
• Commitment towards early introduction of GST reemphasised
• Legislative changes required for implementation of GST expected to
be approved during the course of this Financial Year.
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Policy Proposals
Direct Taxes
• Government to review the Direct Taxes Code (DTC) in its present
shape and take a view in the whole matter after considering the
comments received from the stakeholders on the revised DTC.
• Committing to provide a stable and predictable taxation regime it is
proposed that ordinarily no new retrospective tax would be levied.
• Resident tax payers enabled to obtain an advance ruling in respect
of their income-tax liability above a defined threshold.
• A High Level Committee is proposed to be set to interact with trade
and industry on a regular basis and ascertain areas where clarity in
tax laws is required.
• Resident tax payers would be eligible to obtain Ruling of Authority
for Advance Ruling in respect of their income tax liability above a
defined threshold.
• Scope of Settlement Commissioner proposed to be enlarged so
that taxpayers may approach the Commissioner for settlement of
disputes once in a lifetime.
• Roll-back provisions in APA proposed to be introduced.
• Range concept for determination of arm’s length price proposed to
be introduced.
• Use of multiple year data for comparable analysis proposed to be
introduced.
Capital Markets
• Enactment of the Indian Financial Code based on the
recommendations of the Financial Sector Legislative Reforms
Commission.
• Modern monetary policy framework to be put in place in close
consultation with the RBI.
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• It is proposed to liberalize the ADR/GDR regime to allow issuance of
depository receipts on all permissible securities.
• Indian Depository Receipt to be revamped and liberal Bharat
Depository Receipt to be introduced.
• Introduction of uniform KYC norms and inter-usability of the KYC
records across the entire financial sector.
• One single operating demat account proposed to be introduced for
transacting all financial assets.
• Proposal for voluntarily adoption of new Indian Accounting
Standards by the Indian companies from the financial year 2015-16
and on a mandatory basis from the financial year 2016-17 (except
for banks, insurance companies, etc. which would be notified
separately).
Banking and Finance
• Financial Inclusion Mission to be launched on 15 August for
providing banking services to all households in the country with
particular focus to empower the weaker sections of the society,
including women small and marginal farmers.
• Banks would be encouraged to extend long-term loans to
infrastructure sector with flexible structuring to absorb potential
adverse contingencies.
• Banks will be permitted to raise long-term funds for lending to
infrastructure sector with minimum regulatory preemption such as
CRR, SLR and Priority Sector Lending.
• RBI to create a framework for licensing small banks and other
differentiated banks.
• Six new Debt Recovery Tribunals to be set up for revival of stressed
assets.
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Insurance
• Composite cap of FDI proposed to be increased up to 49% from
the current level of 26% through the FIPB route, with full Indian
management and control.
• Insurance Laws (Amendment) Bill to be taken up for the
consideration of the Parliament.
• It is proposed to bridge the regulatory gap under the Prize Chits
and Money Circulation Scheme (Banning) Act, 1978 to facilitate
effective regulation of companies and entities which have duped a
large number of poor and vulnerable people of the country.
Infrastructure
• Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITS) to be provided a complete
pass through for the purpose of taxation.
• A modified REIT type structure for infrastructure projects is
announced as Infrastructure Investment Trusts, which would have a
similar tax efficient pass through status.
• It is proposed to set up an institution to provide support to
mainstreaming PPPs called 3P India.
• Comprehensive policy to be announced to promote the Indian ship
building industry.
• It is proposed to launch schemes for development of new airports
in Tier I and Tier II cities through Airports Authority of India or PPPs.
• In order to complete the gas grid across the country, it is proposed
to develop an additional 15,000 km of pipelines using the PPP
model.
• A new scheme “Ultra-Modern Super Critical Coal Based Thermal
Power Technology” shall be floated to promote cleaner and more
efficient thermal power.
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• Ultra Mega Solar Power Projects would be taken up in select states.
• Changes, if necessary, in the MMDR Act, 1957 would be introduced
to facilitate expeditious resolution of current impasse in the mining
sector, including iron ore mining.
Information and Broadcasting
• A new plan scheme is being proposed to support about 600 new
and existing Community Radio Stations.
Culture and Tourism
• It is proposed to develop 5 tourist circuits around specific themes.
• It is proposed to introduce facility of Electronic Travel Authorization
(e-Visa) in a phased manner at nine airports in India.
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Act – The Income Tax Act, 1961
AE – Associated Enterprise
ALP – Arm’s Length Price
AO – Assessing Officer
APA – Advanced Pricing Agreement
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CBDT – Central Board of Direct Taxes
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CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility as referred under section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013
FII – Foreign Institutional Investor
Invit – Infrastructure Investment Trust
REIT – Real Estate Investment Trust
Rules – The Income Tax Rules, 1962
SEBI – Securities and Exchange Board of India
SEBI Act – The Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992
SEZ – Special Economic Zone
SPV – Special Purpose Vehicle
TCS – Tax Collected at Source
TDS – Tax Deduction at Source
TP – Transfer Pricing
TPO – Transfer Pricing Officer
TPR – Transfer Pricing Regulations
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The Deloitte Story
Deloitte drives progress. We advance the aims of our clients, striving
to make them leaders wherever they choose to compete. Our work
combines advice with action and integrity, always aiming to maximise
the positive impact for all stakeholders. We thrive on collaboration,
finding new insights and innovative ideas with which to move ahead.
We invest in outstanding people of diverse talents and backgrounds
and empower them to achieve more than they could elsewhere. We
believe that when our clients and society are stronger, so are we.
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